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About PHH
Project Healing Hive (PHH) is a grassroots organization founded in 2019 with a
100% volunteer board and team. Our mission is to improve mental health care
by advancing an agenda for evidence-based uses of CAM (complementary
and alternative medicine) through research, education, direct service, and
training to our communities in the Southeastern Pennsylvania area and virtually
worldwide. 

Our goal is to create systemic change in how we treat mental, physical, and
spiritual health by creating sustainable trauma informed systems that provide
access to community-based mental health resources that include holistic and
complementary therapies. Integrative holistic health and wellness is based on
the philosophy of working with the whole person and recognizing the
contextual factors that influence health and wellness. Holistic and
complementary therapies continue to evolve and are supported by
contemporary health sciences and their efficacy is supported by an increasing
body of research evidence, which contributes to the growing understanding
and acceptance of their value as therapeutic benefits
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Your collective support totaled $8,500 to support our mission. We were able to serve over 70
individuals experiencing homelessness, financial hardship, or in recovery with mental health
and wellness services at ZERO cost and $6,366 was used to support our Better-Aid, S2T
(Surviving to Thriving) womxn's mental health meet-up, and Bridge Program for adolescents.
Your contributions helped PHH serve other nonprofit organizations like Ann's Heart's Code
Blue & CERAH programs, and Phoenixville Women's Outreach with mental health and wellness
services.  We are very excited to announce that with your donations we can now offer free
community meditation and yoga classes too!

However, though we are usually working hard towards our mission, we still have the ongoing
costs of running a nonprofit. This ranges from making sure there is a place for our team
members to work to having the necessary resources to conduct our work. That is why we’re
so grateful for your gift to our annual fund, because it's helping our nonprofit go through the
day-to-day tasks too.

You are truly making a difference for Project Healing Hive and those experiencing
homelessness & financial hardship, in recovery, and you are making a difference in our
communities. If you have specific questions about how your gift is being used, or you want
further information on how to continue your support, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We
are available by phone at 610-708-1927 or you can visit our website
www.projecthealinghive.org.

Much Gratitude,
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Kristen Morris-Yehiel
Founder & Board President

Dear PHH Supporters & Friends,

Wow, 2022 has been an amazing year for Project Healing Hive
and it's all because of YOU! Here at PHH, we value each and every
one of our supporters and appreciate every single donation from
$5 to $500. With your donations, we are able to accomplish our
mission in providing FREE mental health and wellness services to
those experiencing homelessness, financial hardship, or in
recovery. 
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In September 2022, PHH moved into an
additional office space on the second floor of
The Heart Building. Through awarded grants
and donor support we can now offer a larger
space for larger group programs like our S2T
womxn's Kintsugi art day, community
mediations Sundays, and our Bridge program
for adolescents. With this expansion we're
able to provide additional community-based
mental health and wellness services to the
Phoenixville and surrounding areas.

In June 2022 our Better-Aid program
began serving Ann's Heart to provide FREE
drop-in mental health and wellness
services for their CERAH (Center for
Emergency Resources at Ann's Heart).  Our
drop-in office is located at the Code Blue
center and was beautifully arranged to be a
welcoming space for people to receive
private therapy sessions. 

Expanded
Programming 

PHH at CERAH
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Testimonials

When my therapist recommended that I consider integrating complementary
therapies into my treatment plan for anxiety and depression, to say I was
skeptical was an understatement.  It was 2021, and I had been in therapy for
about 6 months, when he recommended that I look at Project Healing Hive.  After
investigating their website and talking to Kristen on the phone, I was ready to
give it a try.  I attended my first Surviving 2 Thriving women’s group meeting in
July 2021 and although I was apprehensive and struggled with simply leaving the
house during this time, I immediately felt welcomed and optimistic.  PHH has
since provided me with an incredible community of support which has
reinforced my confidence and independence.  I was so intrigued and grateful for
the progress I have made in my mental health journey; I was determined to “pay
it forward.”  When I learned that PHH was interested in policy advocacy and
research, I knew I could help.  The only thing better than being a beneficiary of
the amazing services offered at PHH is being able to work alongside such an
inspirational team to further its mission.  

- Shauna LaMagna
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ADVOCACY 
In March 2022, we expanded our Advocacy Department by bringing on a Policy Analyst and
Government Liaison and Advocacy Director, Shauna LaMagna.  This position will allow PHH to
develop relationship with government officials, policy actors, and community stakeholders to
advocate for the interests of PHH and their mission to improve the larger mental health
system.  We began by outlining a set of policy priorities, developed a plan of action of how we
will be working toward promoting these priorities, and identified strategic partnerships to build
a coalition of support.  The three policy priorities we have identified are:

Priority #1: Opioid alternatives
Priority #2: Support of community-based mental health services
Priority #3: Health insurance coverage for CAM-integrative mental health therapies

Some notable accomplishments in advocacy this year are that PHH has established a
partnership with Voices for Non-Opioid Choices (a national organization dedicated to the
passage of the NOPain Act). In September, representatives from PHH traveled to Washington,
DC to meet with the staff of several influential members of Congress, including Senator Pat
Toomey-PA, Senator Bob Casey-PA, Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi-CA, Senator Diane
Feinstein-CA, Senator Bob Cornyn-TX, and Senator Ted Cruz-TX. In October, PHH published its
inaugural edition of the PHH Policy Buzz seasonal newsletter designed to keep PHH Network
partners informed of our advocacy work and notify them of policy changes on the horizon that
could impact their work.

Visit us at projecthealinghive.org



Research and Development
Project Healing Hive in partnership with Bee Eternal Enterprise, conducts
independent research on the efficacy of holistic therapies and CAM
(complementary and alternative medicine) when integrated into a cognitive
behavioral health program. Our research, meta-analysis, and developed
treatment models are meant to create systemic change in the standard
model of treatment for mental health. With particular attention being paid to
the development of our CIM (Complementary Integration Model). Our goal is
to provide evidence-based research and results supporting the
effectiveness of holistic therapies when integrated into cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT) so that these services become part of the standard model of
mental health care.

By the end of 2022 we will have completed our CIM outline and begin case
study research by early 2023. This project started two years ago and is far
from over, but we are incredibly grateful that we have come this far and are
now able to implement our holistic mental health treatment model.
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2022 
Financial Year in Review

Gross Income

$50,915.93

2021

2022

Net Income

$24,805.53

Increase in program
spending from 2021 
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A LOOK AT THE ROAD AHEAD
Our goals for 2023 are to expand our team to increase the number of
individuals we can serve as well as increase community programming.
Many hours will be spent with the case study portion of our Research and
Development work and collaborating with other organizations, policy
makers, businesses, and individuals with advocacy efforts to create
community-based mental health systems that are trauma-informed,
accessible and affordable to all. Want to get involved? You can set-up an
automatic monthly gift from our website.

Are you a business owner looking to add mental health and wellness
services to your staff benefits? Then consider our Pay It Forward
memberships that provide mental health and wellness services to your
staff. Membership fees are used to support our Better-Aid program which
provides mental health and wellness services to those experiencing
homelessness or financial hardship. Join the self-care network that pays
it forward.

Visit us at projecthealinghive.org



Special thanks to our
partners and biggest
supporters

• Kimberton Whole Foods

• Yoga Terapeutica

• Eternal Renewal Counseling 

• The Wuji Space

• Savage Sisters Recovery

• Phoenixville Womens Outreach

• Ann's Heart

• Wesley Procter Ministries

• Peer Advocates of Ursinus 

• Bee Eternal Enterprise
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• Phoenixville Community Health Foundation

• Transformation Yoga Project

• Avalos Greek Restaurant 

• Le Buzz

• 228 Productions 

• Sound Bank

• Sedona Taphouse

• All Kinds of Fast

• Forever Changes

• Steel City 

•Belle Haven


